We investigate the relationship between star formation activity and outflow properties on kiloparsec scales in a sample of 28 star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 -2.6, using adaptive optics assisted integral field observations from SINFONI on the VLT. The narrow and broad components of the Hα emission are used to simultaneously determine the local star formation rate surface density (Σ SFR ), and the outflow velocity v out and mass outflow rateṀ out , respectively. We find clear evidence for faster outflows with larger mass loading factors at higher Σ SFR . The outflow velocities scale as v out ∝ Σ SFR 0.28±0.10 , which suggests that the outflows may be driven by a combination of mechanical energy released by supernova explosions and stellar winds, as well as radiation pressure acting on dust grains. The majority of the outflowing material does not have sufficient velocity to escape from the galaxy halos, but will likely be re-accreted and contribute to the chemical enrichment of the galaxies. The outflow component contains on average ∼35% of the Hα flux at Σ SFR 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 , but becomes less prominent at lower Σ SFR . The mass loading factor, η =Ṁ out /SFR, is positively correlated with the Σ SFR but is relatively low even at the highest Σ SFR (η < 0.3, assuming n e = 380 cm −3 ). This may be in tension with the high η values ( 1) required by cosmological simulations, unless a significant fraction of the outflowing mass is in other gas phases and is able to escape the galaxy halos.
INTRODUCTION
Corresponding author: Rebecca L. Davies rdavies@mpe.mpg.de Galaxy scale outflows are expected to play a major role in regulating the star formation and chemical enrichment histories of galaxies (e.g. Davé et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2012; Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Hirschmann et al. 2013; Chisholm et al. 2017) , mediating the coevolution of galaxies and their central supermassive black holes (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Fabian 2012; King & Pounds 2015) , and setting the sizes of galaxy disks (e.g. Okamoto et al. 2005; Sales et al. 2010) . Powerful winds driven by star formation and AGN activity transfer large amounts of mass and energy from galaxies to the surrounding circumgalactic medium (e.g. Peeples et al. 2014; Tumlinson et al. 2017) , depleting the supply of cold gas available for star formation within galaxies and preventing the circumgalactic gas from cooling and falling back onto galaxies (e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005; Croton et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2006; Somerville et al. 2008; Erb 2015; Beckmann et al. 2017) . Outflows are therefore thought to play an important role in driving the low baryon fractions of galactic disks (Dekel & Silk 1986; Efstathiou 2000; Sales et al. 2010) . The cosmic stellar mass density peaks at ∼20% of the cosmic baryon density for a stellar mass of log(M * /M ) ∼ 10.5, and drops to ∼5-10% towards higher stellar masses (where black hole accretion feedback is most efficient) and lower stellar masses (where star formation feedback is most efficient) (e.g. Baldry et al. 2008; Moster et al. 2013; Moustakas et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013) .
Star formation driven outflows are expected to have the biggest impact on galaxies at z ∼ 1 -3, during the peak epoch of star formation (see Madau & Dickinson 2014 , and references therein). Blueshifted absorption components are ubiquitous in the rest-frame UV spectra of z ∼ 2 star forming galaxies, revealing extended (tens of kiloparsec) reservoirs of diffuse outflowing material expelled from galaxies over long periods of time (e.g. Shapley et al. 2003; Weiner et al. 2009; Rubin et al. 2010; Steidel et al. 2010; Erb et al. 2012; Kornei et al. 2012; Bordoloi et al. 2014) . Broad high velocity components in the rest-frame optical emission line spectra of star forming galaxies trace denser outflowing material within a few kiloparsecs of the launching points of the outflows. These emission components provide an instantaneous snapshot of the current outflow activity and are seen in ∼ 10-30% of star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 (when AGN host galaxies are explicitly excluded; Genzel et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2012b; Freeman et al. 2017; Förster Schreiber et al. 2018b) . Despite the prevalence of star formation driven outflows at high redshift, there are few quantitative constraints on their physical properties.
Of particular interest is the relationship between outflows and the star formation rate surface density (Σ SFR ). The Σ SFR is an important parameter because it sets the feedback pressure which, combined with the turbulence driven by disk instabilities, counteracts the gravitational pressure of the disk (see e.g. Ostriker & Shetty 2011; Krumholz et al. 2018) . Early studies of star forming galaxies at low redshift found that galaxy scale outflows were only observed in galaxies with global Σ SFR exceeding the 'threshold' value of 0.1 M yr −1 kpc −2 (e.g. Heckman 2002 ). However, weaker outflows have since been observed in galaxies with Σ SFR as low as ∼ 10 −3 M yr −1 kpc −2 (e.g. Chen et al. 2010; Ho et al. 2016) . On the other hand, Newman et al. (2012b) showed that at z ∼ 2, outflows are only found in galaxies with global Σ SFR exceeding 1 M yr −1 kpc −2 . Furthermore, there is no agreement on the relationship between Σ SFR and the outflow velocity v out , either in the local universe or at high redshift. Heckman & Borthakur (2016) find that v out ∝ Σ SFR 0.34 , whereas Arribas et al. (2014) and Chen et al. (2010) report weaker correlations (v out ∝ Σ SFR 0.1−0.15 ), and Steidel et al. (2010) and Rubin et al. (2014) find no correlation between Σ SFR and v out . The discrepancies between different Σ SFR -v out scalings reported in the literature are likely to be driven by differences in the observed outflow tracers, adopted definitions of v out , and range of probed outflow velocities (see discussions in e.g. Kornei et al. 2012; Heckman & Thompson 2017) .
Observational constraints on the relationship between Σ SFR and v out provide information about the primary outflow driving mechanism(s). The scaling between Σ SFR and v out is expected to be relatively flat if the outflows are primarily driven by mechanical energy from supernovae and stellar winds (v out ∝ Σ SFR 0.1 ; Strickland et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2010 ) but relatively steep if the outflows are primarily driven by radiation pressure acting on dust grains (v out ∝ Σ SFR 2 ; Murray et al. 2011; Kornei et al. 2012) .
The relationship between the Σ SFR and the incidence and properties of outflows has, for the most part, only been investigated using galaxy integrated values. However, high spatial resolution observations of high star formation rate (SFR) galaxies (both at z ∼ 2 and in the local universe) indicate that star formation driven outflows are launched from small (∼ 1 kpc) regions coincident with the most intense star formation events (Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn 1998; Genzel et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2012a; Bolatto et al. 2013 ). Therefore, it may not be the global Σ SFR which is most relevant for driving the outflows, but the local Σ SFR .
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between resolved ∼1-2 kpc scale (0.15-0.25") star formation activity and the incidence and properties of outflows in a sample of 28 star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 from the SINS/zC-SINF AO Survey (Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a) . We build on the work of Newman et al. (2012b) , who explored the relationship between global galaxy properties and the incidence and velocity of outflows in a similar sample of galaxies to the one used in this paper, and the work of Genzel et al. (2011) and Newman et al. (2012a) , who performed detailed analyses of the star formation and outflow properties of individual star forming clumps in 5 SINS/zC-SINF AO galaxies, of which 3 are included in our sample. Here we extend these analyses to study outflow properties as a function of resolved physical properties across 28 galaxies, considering not only the high Σ SFR clump regions but also the lower Σ SFR inter-clump regions.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We probe the star formation and outflow properties on ∼0.17" scales using adaptive optics assisted integral field observations of the Hα emission line (described in Section 2). We stack the spectra of individual spaxels of the integral field datacubes to create high signal-to-noise (S/N) spectra in bins of resolved physical properties, and perform single and multi-component emission line fitting to analyse the properties of the outflow component in individual stacks (described in Section 3). We explore which physical property is most closely linked to the presence of outflows in Section 4.1, and present more detailed results on the relationship between the local Σ SFR and the incidence and properties of outflows in Section 4.2. The implications of our findings are discussed in Section 5 and our conclusions are presented in Section 6.
Throughout this work we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 and Ω 0 = 0.3.
SAMPLE
In order to investigate the kiloparsec scale properties of star formation and outflows in galaxies at z ∼ 2, we utilise deep adaptive optics assisted near infrared integral field observations from the SINS/zC-SINF AO Survey (Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a ). The observations are spectrally centered on the Hα emission line, which is a tracer of both star formation and ionized gas outflows (see Sections 3.3 and 4.1). In this section we present an overview of the SINS/zC-SINF AO sample, and refer the reader to the indicated survey papers for further information.
The SINS/zC-SINF AO Survey targeted 36 star forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 -2.5 with the Spectrograph for INtegral Field Observations in the Near Infrared (SIN-FONI; Eisenhauer et al. 2003; Bonnet et al. 2004 ) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). The 36 galaxies were drawn from the Spectroscopic Imaging survey in the Near-infrared with SINFONI (SINS; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009 ) and the zCOSMOS-SINFONI survey (zC-SINF; Mancini et al. 2011) , which together provided seeing limited (0.5-0.6" resolution) Hα observations for 110 star forming galaxies with stellar masses in the range 2×10 9 -2×10 11 M . The SINS and zC-SINF parent samples were selected from spectroscopically confirmed subsets of several imaging surveys, using a range of criteria Figure 1 . Distribution of the SINS/zC-SINF AO sample in the M * -SFR plane. Galaxies at z > 2 and z < 2 are indicated by circles and squares, respectively. Markers with red centers indicate the subset of galaxies used in this paper (galaxies at z > 2 with no evidence for AGN activity). The green contours trace the density distribution of star forming galaxies in the COSMOS field which lie in the redshift range 1.4 < z < 2.6 and have KS,AB < 23 and inverse specific SFR lower than the Hubble time at the redshift of each object (Ilbert et al. 2009; Wuyts et al. 2011) . The solid line indicates the main sequence of star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 from Whitaker et al. (2014) , and the dashed and dotted lines indicate SFRs offset from the main sequence by factors of 4 and 10, respectively.
to probe different star forming populations at high redshift (K band and 4.5µm flux selection, sBzK color selection, and the optical BX/BM criteria). The final targets were required to have a secure optical spectroscopic redshift, with the Hα line falling in a region of the SINFONI H or K band filter relatively free of contamination from OH lines. 17 SINS galaxies and 19 zC-SINF galaxies with suitable AO reference stars were chosen for AO follow up, with some preference given to brighter targets (integrated Hα flux 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2 ). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function (PSF) for the AO observations ranges from 0.15-0.25" (median 0.17", corresponding to ∼1.3 kpc at z ∼ 2), and the pixel scale in the final datacubes is 0.05".
The AO sample is representative of the no-AO SINS + zC/SINF parent sample, and covers well the bulk of the z ∼ 2 star forming galaxy population in the M * -SFR and M * -R e planes, over 2 orders of magnitude in M * . Figure 1 shows the M * -SFR distribution of the AO sample (circles and squares), compared to the under-lying star forming galaxy population at 1.4 < z < 2.6 (green contours) and the main sequence of star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 (Whitaker et al. 2014, black solid line) . Due to the requirement for a pre-existing spectroscopic redshift, redder galaxies are underrepresented and there is some bias towards higher SFRs at low M * . There is no particular size bias in the sample. More detailed discussions of the sample properties can be found in Förster Schreiber et al. (2018a) and Tacchella et al. (2015a) .
In this work, we focus on the K band subset of the SINS/zC-SINF AO Survey (33 galaxies at z = 2-2.5). The high resolution AO observations are key for analysing the relationship between star formation properties and outflow properties on kiloparsec scales. Five galaxies were removed from the sample because of evidence for AGN activity (based on mid infrared, Xray, radio and/or optical emission line indicators) which could significantly contaminate the Hα SFRs. Our final sample consists of 28 galaxies (indicated by the markers with red centers in Figure 1 ) which span 1.4 dex in stellar mass (9.4 ≤ log(M * /M ) ≤ 10.8, median log(M * /M ) = 10.1) and 1.8 dex in main sequence offset (-0.8 ≤ log(SFR/SFR M S ) ≤ 1.0, median log(SFR/SFR M S ) = 0.3).
METHOD
The emission line spectra of galaxies are superpositions of emission associated with different gas components. In normal star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2, the Hα emission primarily traces star formation in the disk of the galaxy. In integral field data, the centroid of the emission line varies spatially, tracing the underlying orbital motions of the ionized gas. If the galaxy has an outflow, a broader (sometimes blue-shifted) Hα emission component will be superimposed on the emission from the star forming disk. The width and velocity offset of the outflow component are tracers of the outflow velocity (e.g. Rupke et al. 2005; Veilleux et al. 2005; Genzel et al. 2011) , while the total flux in the outflow component is a tracer of the mass outflow rate (e.g. Genzel et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2012a) .
To determine the flux and kinematics of the outflow component, the outflow component must be separated from the star formation component. This is typically achieved by fitting the Hα line profile as a superposition of two Gaussian components (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2009; Genzel et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2012b,a; Förster Schreiber et al. 2014; Freeman et al. 2017; Leung et al. 2017; Förster Schreiber et al. 2018b ). However, in the limit of a weak outflow component, it is not possible to obtain simultaneous constraints on the width and amplitude of the outflow component, which are highly degenerate parameters (see discussion in Section 4.2.1). A first order estimate of the strength of the outflow component can be obtained by fitting a single Gaussian component. If there is no outflow component, the measured σ will be defined by the core of the line profile, but if there is significant flux in the wings of the emission lines, the best fit Gaussian will broaden to include some of this flux (see also Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a) . Not all of the flux in the wings will be captured by a single Gaussian fit, and therefore the measured σ will provide a lower limit on the velocity dispersion of the outflow component (σ b ).
We characterise the variation in outflow properties as a function of local physical properties across the SINS/zC-SINF AO galaxies by shifting the spectra of individual spaxels to remove large scale velocity gradients across the galaxies, splitting the spectra into bins in a range of physical properties (Σ SFR , Σ * , Σ SFR /Σ * , A V , and R/R e ), and creating high S/N stacks of the spectra in each bin. We use single component Gaussian fits to investigate which of these five physical quantities is most strongly correlated with the presence of outflows, and find that it is the Σ SFR . We then use two component Gaussian fitting to conduct a more detailed investigation of the relationship between the Σ SFR and the incidence, velocity and mass loading factor of outflows.
The assumption that the star formation and outflow components are well represented by Gaussian profiles is justified by the central limit theorem, because the star formation component is an average over many H II region spectra, and the outflow component is an average over many outflow spectra (see also Förster Schreiber et al. 2018b) . The validity of the assumption is also confirmed empirically -we find that the emission line profiles of stacks with no evidence for broad emission are well fit by a single Gaussian component (see also Genzel et al. 2011) , and the line profiles of stacks with clear broad wings are well fit by two Gaussian components, with no evidence for strong asymmetries or blueshifts in the outflow components (see Section 4.2.1).
Mapping Physical Properties Across Galaxies

Hα Flux Maps
Hα flux, velocity and velocity dispersion (σ) maps for all of the galaxies in our sample are presented in Förster Schreiber et al. (2018a) , and the details of the line fitting are described in that paper. Briefly, the Hα line profiles were fit using the IDL emission line fitting code linefit (Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; Davies et al. 2011) . Before fitting, the datacubes were median filtered spectrally (over 3 spectral channels) and spatially (over boxes of 3 × 3 spatial pixels for 26/28 of the galaxies, and 5 × 5 spatial pixels for two large low surface brightness galaxies) to increase the S/N per spaxel. For each spaxel, the continuum was modelled as a straight line through spectral regions adjacent to the line region and free from skyline contamination. The Hα line was modelled as a single Gaussian convolved with the line spread function of SINFONI at the observed wavelength of the line. The spectral channels were inverse variance weighted to prevent strong sky residuals from biasing the fits. The errors on the fit kinematics and Hα flux were calculated from 100 Monte Carlo simulations, where the value of the spectrum at each wavelength was perturbed assuming a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation given by the input error cube. Spaxels with Hα S/N < 5 are masked in the final maps. The Hα flux map for the galaxy ZC405501 is shown as an example in panel a) of Figure 2 .
Galactocentric Distance Maps
The deprojected radial distance of each spaxel from the kinematic center of each galaxy is calculated using the galaxy position angle and axis ratio obtained from the best single Sersic fit to the H band light distribution (Tacchella et al. 2015a ). We normalise the deprojected distance maps to the effective radii of the galaxies (also obtained from the single Sersic fits to the H band light distribution when available, or from single Sersic fits to the Hα maps; see Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a) .
We also create maps of the circularized distance of each spaxel from the centre of each galaxy. The circularized radius r circ is defined as the radius of the circle whose area equals the area of the ellipse with major axis radius r and minor axis radius r × q (where q is the axis ratio of the galaxy). The major axis radius is the same as the deprojected radius by definition, and therefore r circ = r deproj √ q.
AV and AHα Maps
A V maps for 6/28 of the galaxies in our sample are presented in Tacchella et al. (2018) . They converted the HST F438W (B) -F814W (I) color to the rest frame FUV -NUV color, which probes the slope of the ultraviolet continuum and is therefore a good tracer of the dust attenuation. Model SEDs from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) were used to convert the FUV -NUV color to the A V , taking the redshift into account. The HST maps have similar angular resolution to the AO Hα maps, and were resampled to the same pixel grid. The A V map for ZC405501 is shown in panel b) of Figure 2 .
We use the average r circ,kpc -A V profile for the 6/28 galaxies with A V maps (presented in Figure 7 of Tacchella et al. 2018) to estimate the A V for each spaxel of the remaining 22/28 galaxies. The 6 galaxies with A V maps have a median stellar mass of log(M * /M ) = 10.3, which is close to the sample median of log(M * /M ) = 10.1, and therefore the average attenuation profile for these 6 galaxies should not be systematically steeper or shallower than the average attenuation profile across the whole sample. For each galaxy, we scale the A V profile by a constant factor so that the A V averaged across the individual spaxels matches the global A V value derived from spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting. The SED fitting results are presented in Förster Schreiber et al. (2009) and Mancini et al. (2011) .
The spaxel A V values were converted to A Hα values using Equation 5 of Tacchella et al. (2018) . We assume that the ratio of the E(B-V) for the stellar continuum to the E(B-V) for the nebular emission lines (f ) is 0.7 (rather than f = 0.44 which is adopted in the local universe; Calzetti et al. 2000) . This choice is motivated by the results of Tacchella et al. (2018) , who showed that adopting f = 0.7 produces better agreement between the UV and Hα SFRs than f = 0.44, and Kashino et al. (2013) , who measured f = 0.7-0.8 for star forming galaxies at 1.4 < z < 1.7 in COSMOS. However, our main conclusions do not change if we adopt f = 0.44.
ΣSFR Maps
The Σ SFR maps were derived from the Hα flux maps as follows.
The Hα fluxes were corrected for extinction using the calculated A Hα values, and converted to luminosities using the galaxy redshifts. The spaxel Hα luminosities were converted to SFRs using the Kennicutt (1998) Figure 2 .
We note that in spaxels with a strong outflow component, the single Gaussian Hα flux will be contaminated by emission from the outflow component and therefore the Σ SFR may be over-estimated relative to the surrounding spaxels (assuming that the dust extinction is not preferentially underestimated in regions with outflows). This could potentially induce an artificial correlation between the Σ SFR and the presence of outflows. However, if we assume that the outflow component contains approximately the same amount of flux as the narrow component (as suggested by our stacking results in Section 4.2.1), then the Hα flux calculated from a single Gaussian fit will be at most a factor of ∼2 higher than the true Hα flux of the narrow component, which is much smaller than the factor of ∼100 range in Σ SFR probed in our sample.
3.1.5. Σ * Maps Tacchella et al. (2015b) presented resolved stellar mass maps for 24/28 of the galaxies in our sample. They used HST F110W (J) -F160W (H) color maps to derive pixel mass to light ratios, assuming the Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. The stellar mass maps can be directly converted to Σ * maps by dividing by the deprojected area of each pixel on the sky. The Σ * map for ZC405501 is shown in panel d) of Figure 2 .
The remaining 4/28 galaxies lack the F110W and/or F160W imaging required to calculate pixel mass to light ratios, and are not used in any analysis requiring Σ * estimates. These four galaxies have intermediate stellar masses (10.0 ≤ log(M * /M ) ≤ 10.4) and a range of SFRs (10-620 M yr −1 ), and we show that the missing resolved stellar mass information is unlikely to bias our results (see Section 4.1).
Stacking
We stack the spectra of individual spaxels in bins of the physical properties described above to create high S/N stacks which can be used to study the relationships between those physical properties and outflow properties. The spectrum of each spaxel is shifted and re-sampled so that the centroid of the Hα line is at zero velocity and the spectral channels have a width of 30 km s −1 (which is close to the initial velocity sampling of ∼30-40 km s −1 ). The spaxels are divided into bins based on the physical property of interest. Each spaxel is assigned a single weight which is applied to all spectral channels. The weight is given by the inverse of the root mean square (rms) value of the line free channels (more than 40Å from the center of the Hα line and more than 30Å from the center of the [S II]λλ6716,6731 doublet). From the spaxels in each bin, a stack is created by computing the weighted average of the spectra, subtracting a constant continuum value (given by the median value of the line free channels), and normalizing to a maximum value of 1. We also create 'unweighted' stacks (where all spaxels are given a weighting of 1) to assess how the choice of weighting scheme impacts our results, and this is discussed and quantified for individual results in the text. Our main conclusions remain the same regardless of which weighting scheme is adopted.
The errors on the stacked spectra are calculated using bootstrapping. For each bin, we randomly draw half of the spaxels and stack them, and repeat the process 100 times so that we have 100 bootstrap stacks. The error on each spectral channel of the final stack is then given by the standard deviation of the values of the 100 bootstrap stacks for that channel.
Quantifying Outflow Properties
We quantify the strength and properties of the outflow component in each stack by fitting each of the Hα and [N II] lines with either one Gaussian component, or a superposition of two Gaussian components -a narrow component tracing the gas in the star forming regions, and a broader component tracing the outflows. We stress that although we sometimes refer to the outflow component as the 'broad' component, the velocity dispersion of this component is 300 km s −1 and it is therefore much narrower than the broad components associated with e.g. AGN driven outflows or broad line regions.
When an outflow component is present, the base of the Hα line can become blended with the bases of the The emission line fitting is performed using the Python module emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) , an Affine Invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Ensemble Sampler. The MCMC provides the posterior probability distribution for each of the parameters, as well as the joint posterior probability distribution for each pair of parameters, allowing us to ensure that the parameters of interest (namely the Hα amplitude(s) and the velocity dispersion(s)) are well constrained and not degenerate with each other or other parameters in the fit. This is particularly important when fitting two kinematic components as multiple solutions may be possible (see also discussion in Freeman et al. 2017) .
We adopt uniform priors on all model parameters, limiting them to ranges which are physically reasonable. Specifically, the parameters are limited to the following ranges: velocity shifts |∆v| < 200 km s −1 , velocity dispersions 50 < σ < 550 km s −1 , and line amplitudes greater than zero. The ratio of the amplitudes of the
) in each component is fixed to 3 (the theoretical value set by quantum mechanics), but the [N II]/Hα ratio is left as a free parameter. When fitting two components, the broad component velocity dispersion is required to be at least 20 km s −1 larger than the narrow component velocity dispersion (σ b -σ n > 20 km s −1 ). We run the MCMC with 400 walkers, 400 burn-in steps and 1200 run steps, based on the calculated autocorrelation times for the fit parameters (110-120 steps). For each parameter, the best fit value is defined as the peak of the posterior probability distribution, and the 68 per cent confidence interval is defined as the smallest interval containing 68 per cent of the probability.
RESULTS
Dependence of Broad Component Strength on Resolved Physical Properties
We begin by investigating how the strength of the broad component relates to different physical properties. We consider three properties which are expected to be linked to star formation driven outflows (Σ SFR , Σ * and Σ SFR /Σ * ), and two properties related to processes which could be potential sources of contaminating broad emission (A V and galactocentric distance). The A V probes the amount of dust along the line of sight.
If there is a large amount of dust present, some of the Hα light may be scattered to different frequencies, inducing artificial broadening of the emission line (see e.g. Scarrott et al. 1991) . The Hα line could also be artificially broadened by unresolved orbital motions (beam smearing). This effect is particularly prominent in the centers of massive galaxies where velocity gradients are the largest (e.g. Epinat et al. 2010; Davies et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2013) . Figure 3 shows how the shape of the Hα line varies as a function of Σ SFR , Σ * , Σ SFR /Σ * , A V and R/R e . These properties are known to correlate with one another, so we look for the property which shows the most pronounced correlation with the strength of the broad component. For each property, the spaxels are divided into two bins (above and below the median value listed in Table 1) , and a stack is created for each bin as described in Section 3.2. In each panel, the stack of spaxels above the median is shown in red, and the stack of spaxels below the median is shown in black. For each stack, the filled region indicates the 1σ error region.
We fit each of the Hα and [N II] lines in each stack with a single Gaussian, as described in Section 3.3. The velocity dispersions of the best fit Gaussians for all the stacks are listed in Figure 3 . The differences between the σ values measured for the above and below median stacks for each property are listed in Table 1 . All velocity dispersions quoted in this paper have been corrected for the spectral resolution measured from sky lines in the unsubtracted data cubes (FWHM = 85 km s −1 ; Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a ). The formal uncertainties on the fit σ values are very small (∼ 1 km s −1 ), but do not account for the fact that a single component Gaussian model is sometimes not a good representation of the data (see also discussion at the beginning of Section 3), and therefore the uncertainties are not very meaninfgul. Figure 3 shows that the shape of the emission line profiles is most strongly dependent on the Σ SFR (panel a). The high Σ SFR stack shows a clear excess of flux at high velocities with respect to the low Σ SFR stack. The difference between the velocity dispersions measured for the high and low Σ SFR stacks is ∆σ = 33 km s −1 , which is the largest ∆σ measured for any of the five investigated properties. The strong connection between the Σ SFR and the presence of outflows is consistent with model predictions. The Σ SFR is a proxy for the pressure exerted on the interstellar medium by star formation feedback, and therefore the outflow incidence and velocity are expected to increase with Σ SFR (e.g. Thompson et al. 2005; Ostriker & Shetty 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2013; Hayward & Hopkins 2017 Table 1 . The average ΣSFR and Σ * of the spaxels in each bin are listed in Table 2 . For each stack, the filled region represents the 1σ error derived using bootstrapping. We fit a single Gaussian to the Hα and [N II] lines in each stack, and find that the velocity dispersions (given in the figure and in Table 2 ) are most strongly correlated with the ΣSFR.
The shape of the emission line profiles also varies with the Σ * (panel b of Figure 3 ). The high Σ * stack shows an excess of flux at high velocities compared to the low Σ * stack, and we measure ∆σ = 18 km s −1 (55 per cent of the ∆σ between the Σ SFR stacks). In contrast, we do not observe any significant trends in emission line width as a function of Σ SFR /Σ * , A V or R/R e (panels c, d and e of Figure 3) , and the measured ∆σ values are low (6, 12 and -6 km s −1 , respectively). We can further investigate whether the line shape is primarily driven by the Σ SFR or the Σ * by comparing the σ values measured for the individual stacks to the average Σ SFR and Σ * values of the spaxels that went into the stacks. Table 2 shows that stacks with lower fit σ also have lower Σ SFR , supporting the conclusion that the shape of the line profile is primarily driven by the Σ SFR . In contrast, there is no clear correlation between the σ and the average Σ * . The excess of high velocity flux in the above median Σ * stack is therefore likely to reflect the known correlation between Σ * and Σ SFR (see e.g. Wuyts et al. 2013; Cano-Díaz et al. 2016; Hsieh et al. 2017; Medling et al. 2018) .
The absence of a strong correlation between A V and σ indicates that scattered light cannot be the dominant source of broad emission in our sample. We note that panel d) of Figure 3 reveals a clear correlation between the A V and the [N II]/Hα ratio, but this is likely reflect the underlying radial trends in both A V (because radial A V profiles were adopted for the majority of galaxies) and [N II]/Hα (reflecting the presence of metallicity gradients; see Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a) .
The absence of a strong correlation between galactocentric distance and σ indicates both that the broad component cannot originate primarily from beam smearing, and that the outflows are launched from a range of radii and are therefore unlikely to be AGN driven (as expected, because AGN hosts were explicity excluded from the sample). The impact of beam smearing on our results is further explored with the aid of dynamical models in Appendix A.
We note that the Σ * and Σ SFR /Σ * stacks include spectra from the 24/28 galaxies which have HST F110W and F160W imaging, whereas the Σ SFR , A V and R/R e stacks contain spectra from all 28 galaxies. To assess whether our results are biased by using different sets of galaxies in different stacks, we create Σ SFR , A V and R/R e stacks using the same 24/28 galaxies included in the Σ * stacks, and repeat the single component Gaus- Table 1 . Quantities related to the pairs of stacked spectra in Figure 3 . The spaxels were divided into two bins for each of the properties in column 1, with one bin above and one bin below the median values in column 2. Column 3 lists the difference between the single component velocity dispersions fit to the above and below median stacks for each property.
sian fits. The fit σ values change by a maximum of 3 km s −1 , indicating that our results are unlikely to be biased by the missing Σ * measurements.
We also repeat the line fits using the unweighted stacks. The fit σ values change by a maximum of 5 km s −1 . Therefore, the conclusion that the presence of outflows is primarily modulated by the Σ SFR does not change if a different weighting scheme is adopted.
This analysis assumes that any variation in the measured σ is primarily attributable to variations in the strength and/or width of the outflow component, and is not driven by changes in the velocity dispersion of the narrow component, σ n . The σ n may be correlated with the Σ SFR because energy injection from stellar feedback may contribute to increasing the turbulent pressure in the disk. Furthermore, the Σ * may be correlated with the gas surface density Σ g , which regulates σ n through the Toomre Q parameter (e.g. Förster Schreiber et al. 2006; Genzel et al. 2011; Krumholz et al. 2018) . However, the pairs of stacks with the largest ∆σ values in Table 1 also have the most clearly visible differences in the strength of the broad wings in Figure 3 , which verifies that the ∆σ is tracing real differences in the strength and width of the broad component, with only a minor secondary dependence on σ n variations.
We conclude that the broad emission observed in the SINS/zC-SINF AO star forming galaxies primarily traces outflows driven by star formation, and that the Σ SFR is the best predictor of strong outflows; consistent with the results of Newman et al. (2012b) (see also Genzel et al. 2011; Förster Schreiber et al. 2018b Figure 3 .
the fit parameters. In particular, we focus on parameters which are used to calculate the outflow velocity and mass loading factor (see Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3): the ratio of the Hα flux in the broad component to the Hα flux in the narrow component (Hα broad flux ratio or BFR), and the velocity dispersion of the broad component (σ b ). Figure 4 shows the two component fits to the above and below median Σ SFR stacks (top panels), and the corresponding posterior and joint posterior distributions for the BFR and σ b (bottom panels). It is clear that both stacks are well fit by a two component Gaussian. The fit residuals (grey) are generally smaller than the 1σ bootstrap errors on the spectra (purple shaded regions). The red shaded outflow components do not exhibit significant asymmetries and are not significantly offset in velocity space from the best fit narrow components, supporting our assumption that both the narrow and broad components are approximately Gaussian in shape.
The high Σ SFR stack has a strong outflow component, with BFR = 0.69
−0.08 and σ b = 203 +8 −10 km s −1 . The outflow parameters are well constrained and have approximately Gaussian posterior distributions. In contrast, the MCMC posteriors for the low Σ SFR stack reveal that the wings of the outflow component are not strong enough to provide a simultaneous constraint on both σ b and the BFR. There are in fact two families of possible solutions: either σ b is close to the velocity dispersion of the narrow component (< 110 km s −1 ), in which case the BFR is poorly constrained, or the BFR is low (< 0.3), in which case the σ b is poorly constrained.
In order to investigate which of these families of solutions is more realistic, we repeat the analysis by splitting the spaxels into 5 Σ SFR bins instead of only 2. We omit spaxels with Σ SFR < 0.6 M yr −1 kpc −2 for which no constraint on the outflow component could be obtained. Figure 4 . Two component Gaussian fits to the above and below median ΣSFR stacks (top), and corresponding posterior and joint posterior distributions for the Hα broad-to-narrow flux ratio and the velocity dispersion of the broad component σ b (bottom). In the top panels the stack spectra are shown in black, the best fit narrow components are shown in blue, the residuals after subtracting the fit narrow components from the stack spectra are shown by the pale red shaded regions, and the best fit outflow components are shown with red solid curves. The overall fit residuals are shown in grey and the 1σ error regions are shown in purple, and both are artificially offset below zero for clarity. There is a clear positive correlation between Σ SFR and σ b , which can be well described by a power law (σ b = c 1 Σ c2 SF R ). We fit only the 5 bin stacks and use orthogonal distance regression to account for both the spread in Σ SFR values within each bin and the errors on the σ b measurements. The best fit power law is shown by the purple line and filled error region in Figure 5 , and is given by
(1)
The errors on the best fit parameters and the error region around the best fit curve were calculated using bootstrapping. We randomly perturbed the location of each stack in the Σ SFR -σ b plane according a 2D Gaussian distribution with dispersion in the two dimensions given by the errors on the Σ SFR and σ b , and then re-fit the Σ SFR -σ b relation using the perturbed values. This process was repeated 100 times. The quoted errors on the normalisation and power law index represent the 1σ ranges in the parameters obtained from the 100 bootstraps, and the purple shaded region in Figure 5 indicates the 16th-84th percentile range of the 100 best fit curves at each Σ SFR value.
We establish that the Σ SFR -σ b correlation is not an artefact of beam smearing (which artificially increases the σ b in the central regions of galaxies where the Σ SFR is often also the highest) by constructing and fitting another set of stacks, excluding nuclear spaxels (with galactocentric radius less than 3 kpc). Because the number of available spaxels is reduced, we also reduce the number of bins to four. The outflow component is not detected in the lowest Σ SFR stack, but the σ b values measured for the remaining 3 stacks are consistent (within the 1σ errors) with the Σ SFR -σ b relation measured from the full set of spaxels. The best fit Σ SFR -σ b relation and error region can be used to place constraints on the σ b for the below median Σ SFR stack. The average Σ SFR of the pixels in the below median stack is log(Σ SFR ) = -0.20, which corresponds to a predicted σ b of 135 ± 18 km s −1 . We re-run the MCMC fitting for the below median Σ SFR stack with a Gaussian prior on σ b , and obtain a best fit σ b of 120 ± 15 km s −1 , shown by the open red circle in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows how the Hα broad flux ratio varies as a function of Σ SFR . The BFR increases from ∼0.2 at log(Σ SFR ) < 0.1 to ∼0.7 at log(Σ SFR ) > 0.25. The factor of 3 difference in the BFR between the low and high Σ SFR regions suggests that outflows are suppressed in regions with Σ SFR 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 ; consistent with the results of Newman et al. (2012b) .
However, it is important to note that the errors on the σ b for the stack at log(Σ SFR ) ∼ -0.04 are larger than the errors for the stacks at log(Σ SFR ) > 0. This is not because the lower Σ SFR stack has lower S/N than the higher Σ SFR stacks (the stacks at log(Σ SFR ) ∼ -0.04, 0.21 and 0.42 all have the same continuum rms to within 5 per cent), but instead reflects the increased difficulty of separating the star formation and outflow components as the σ b and/or BFR decrease. We employ a forward modelling technique (described in Appendix B) to investigate how robustly we can recover the intrinsic parameters of the outflow component in different regions of parameter space. In summary, we find that our measurements are consistent with a constant BFR at Σ SFR 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 and a decline in BFR towards lower Σ SFR , although it is difficult to constrain the slope/shape of this decline.
When performing two component fitting on the unweighted stacks, we are no longer able to obtain simultaneous constraints on the BFR and σ b for the stack at log(Σ SFR ) ∼ -0.04. Nevertheless, we fit the Σ SFR -σ relation for the remaining four stacks and obtain σ b = (163 ± 30 km s −1 ) Σ SFR 0.28±0.15 ; consistent with the best fit relation for the 1/rms weighted stacks. The average BFRs for the unweighted stacks at log(Σ SFR ) > 0.25 are slightly lower than in the 1/rms weighted case (0.53 compared to 0.7), but are still consistent within the errors.
Outflow Velocity
We use the measured outflow component kinematics to investigate how the outflow velocity varies with range from 340-560 km s −1 ; in good agreement with the results of Förster Schreiber et al. (2018b) who stacked global spectra of galaxies with star formation driven outflows at 0.7 < z < 2.7 and found a typical outflow velocity of 450 km s −1 . Veilleux et al. (2005) and Rupke et al. (2005) adopted a more conservative definition for the wind velocity, given by the blueshifted velocity at the half width at half maximum of the outflow component (v out ∼ |∆v − FWHM broad /2|). If we apply this prescription, the normalisation in Equation 2 changes to 173 ± 31 km s −1 -a factor of 1.7 lower than derived using the Genzel et al. (2011) definition. The best fit power law index is the same regardless of the adopted definition for v out , and is in excellent agreement with many studies reporting similar power law scalings be- In Figure 7 we also compare our derived v out -Σ SFR scaling to predictions from different star formation driven outflow models. The dotted line shows the best fit to our data for a scaling of v out ∝ Σ SFR 0.1 , which is predicted for outflows driven by energy from supernova explosions (e.g. Strickland et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2010) , and the dashed line shows the best fit to our data for a scaling of v out ∝ Σ SFR 2 , which is predicted for outflows driven by momentum transport through radiation pressure (e.g. Murray et al. 2011; Kornei et al. 2012 ). The observed relationship between v out and Σ SFR for our stacks lies between the two model predictions, suggesting that the outflows in the SINS/zC-SINF AO star forming galaxies may be driven by a combination of energy from supernova explosions and radiation pressure from massive stars.
Mass Loading Factor η
The mass loading factor η is defined as the ratio of the mass outflow rate to the star formation rate, and is an important parameter governing the strength of feedback in cosmological simulations (see further discussion in Section 5). η can be estimated from the outflow velocity and the Hα broad-to-narrow ratio, following the method described in Genzel et al. (2011) and Newman et al. (2012a) . The model assumes that the outflow velocity and mass outflow rate are radially constant (they Figure 7 . Estimated outflow velocity vout as a function of ΣSFR. The dotted and dashed lines show the predicted scalings between ΣSFR and vout for energy driven and momentum driven outflow models, respectively. The scaling for our data lies between the two predictions, suggesting that the outflows may be driven by a combination of mechanical energy and momentum transport.
vary only as a function of distance from the launch point of the outflow, and not with azimuthal angle). The azimuthally averaged electron density in the model scales with r −2 , but the local electron density of the compact regions which dominate the line emission is assumed to be constant (independent of r). The narrow component of the line emission is assumed to be associated with photoionized H II region gas, while the broad component is assumed to be associated with photoionized gas in the outflow. Under these conditions (following Newman et al. 2012b) , η can be derived as follows:
where 1.36m H is the effective nucleon mass for a 10 per cent helium fraction, γ Hα = 3.56 × 10 −25 erg cm 3 s −1 is the Hα emissitivity at T = 10 4 K, n e is the local electron density in the outflow, and R out is the maximum (deprojected) radial extent of the outflow. The first term of Equation 4 is the number of grams per solar mass divided by the number of seconds per year, and converts the SFR from units of M yr −1 to g s −1 . The mass loading factor is then given by η = 3.15 × 10 7 × 2.1 × 10 41 1.99 × 10 33
The assumption that both components are primarily photoionized is justified by the measured emission line ratios ([N II]/Hα = 0.12±0.02 for the narrow component and [N II]/Hα = 0.27±0.04 for the broad component of the above median Σ SFR stack), which are fully consistent with stellar photoionization (Baldwin et al. 1981; Kewley et al. 2001 ). The low [N II]/Hα ratio in the outflow component may be surprising because the outflowing material should be excited by collisions with the surrounding ISM. However, the material we are probing is within a few kiloparsecs of the disks of galaxies with SFRs of 10-620 M yr −1 , and therefore it is possible for photoionization by young stars to dominate over shock excitation (as is observed in M82; Shopbell & BlandHawthorn e.g. 1998) .
The local electron density in the outflow can be calculated from the ratio of the broad component amplitudes of terbrock & Ferland 2006) . Unfortunately, the [S II] line emission in our stacks is not strong enough to independently constrain the amplitudes of the narrow and broad components. However, Förster Schreiber et al. (2018b) fit two components to each of the [S II] lines in a stack of 33 galaxies with star formation driven outflows from the SINS and KMOS 3D surveys. We adopt their derived outflow component electron density of 380 +249 −167 cm −3 . The radial extent of the outflow emission in each stack is assumed to be equivalent to the radial extent of the broad emission. Newman et al. (2012b) Figure 8 . Estimated mass loading factor η as a function of ΣSFR. η is inversely proportional to the electron density in the outflow component, which we assume here to be 380 cm −3 . The derived η values are significantly lower than what is typically assumed for stellar feedback in cosmological simulations, suggesting that a significant fraction of the outflowing mass must be in other gas phases.
the [S II] doublet lines ([S II]λ6716/[S II]λ6731; Os
SINS/zC-SINF AO data to show that the broad emission typically extends to approximately 1R e , which for our sample, corresponds to an average H-band physical radius of R out = 2.6 kpc. Figure 8 shows the η values calculated for our stacks. The errors on the η values do not include the errors on R out or n e . The mass loading factor scales linearly with both BFR and v out and consequently shows a clear positive correlation with Σ SFR . The positive correlation between Σ SFR and η is in agreement with results from other studies of neutral and ionized gas outflows (e.g. Chen et al. 2010; Newman et al. 2012b; Arribas et al. 2014) , but is in tension with models which predict that η should be inversely correlated with Σ SFR (e.g Hopkins et al. 2012; Creasey et al. 2013; Li et al. 2017) .
We note that even at log(Σ SFR ) > 0.1, the η values are relatively low (η ∼ 0.1-0.3), suggesting that the ionized gas outflow rates are considerably smaller than the SFRs of the clumps driving the outflows. Förster Schreiber et al. (2018b) found similarly low galaxy-integrated mass loading factors for star formation driven outflows at 0.7 < z < 2.7 in the KMOS 3D survey. Freeman et al. (2017) found higher mass loading factors of 0.64-1.4 for star formation driven outflows in galaxies with similar stellar masses and redshifts to the galaxies in our sample (9.8 < log(M * /M ) < 10.7 at 1.37 < z < 2.61), but this difference is due to the fact that they assumed an electron density of 50 cm −3 . If we re-calculate the mass loading factors for their sample assuming n e = 380 cm −3 , we find η = 0.08-0.18; consistent with our results. Likewise, Newman et al. (2012b) found η ∼ 2 for a very similar sample of galaxies to the one used in this paper, assuming n e = 50 cm −2 . If we re-scale this η value for n e = 380 cm −3 , we obtain η ∼ 0.26; again, consistent with our results.
We emphasise that the uncertainty on the electron density introduces significant uncertainties in the normalisation of the mass loading factor. However, if the ionized gas mass loading factors are indeed so low, the outflows would not appear to be able to remove enough gas to explain the low baryon fractions of low mass halos (e.g. Baldry et al. 2008; Moster et al. 2013; Moustakas et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013) . We have measured only the warm ionized gas phase of the outflows, and the overall mass loading factors could be higher if most of the outflowing mass is in other gas phases (see also discussion in Förster Schreiber et al. 2018b ). This will be discussed further in Section 5.
Outflow Energetics
In the absence of an AGN, galaxy scale outflows are generally thought to be driven by either the energy released through supernova explosions and radiation from young stars, or by the transport of momentum by means of radiation pressure, supernovae and stellar winds. Assuming that 1 per cent of the bolometric luminosity of the stars is released as energy in supernova explosions, and that 10 per cent of this energy is able to couple to the ISM, Murray et al. (2005) predict that for an energy driven wind, the energy outflow rate should be : Measured momentum outflow rateṗout as a fraction of the predicted momentum outflow rate for momentum driven winds (L bol /c). The measured energy and momentum outflow rates are less than the predicted rates, indicating that the current star formation activity is sufficient to power the observed outflows.
−3 L bol , whereas for a momentum driven wind, the momentum outflow rate should beṗ out ∼ L bol /c. We assume that L bol ∼ SFR × 10 10 L (Kennicutt 1998). The energy and momentum outflow rates for each of the stacks can be calculated as follows:
Figure 9 compares the calculated energy and momentum outflow rates for each of the stacks to the predictions from Murray et al. (2005) . For the stacks with Σ SFR > 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 , the energy outflow rates range from 0.13-0.51 × 10 −3 L bol , while the momentum outflow rates range from 0.23-0.59 × L bol /c. This suggests that the current star formation activity is sufficient to power the observed outflows, and no additional energy source is required. However, the energy and momentum ratios show a strong correlation with the Σ SFR which is not explained by the Murray et al. (2005) models.
We note that the energy and momentum outflow rates are proportional to the mass loading factor, and are therefore also subject to the uncertainties on the outflow electron density discussed in Section 4.2.3.
DISCUSSION
In order to gauge the impact of the star formation driven outflows on the stellar mass growth and structural evolution of their host galaxies, we investigate whether any of the outflowing material is travelling fast enough to escape the galaxy halos. The halo escape velocity is approximately three times the galaxy circular velocity (e.g. Weiner et al. 2009 ). We calculate the 'characteristic' circular velocity for each Σ SFR bin by assigning each spaxel the circular velocity of its host galaxy (given in Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a) , and then averaging the circular velocities assigned to all the spaxels in the relevant bin. The characteristic circular velocities for the stacks vary from 210-230 km s −1 but do not show any trend with Σ SFR . The corresponding halo escape velocities are 630-690 km s −1 , which exceed the highest measured outflow velocity of 560 km s −1 . Therefore, if the outflows are spherically symmetric, very little of the outflowing material is likely to escape from the galaxy halos.
If the outflows are biconical and perpendicular to the galaxy disks (as suggested by observations of higher outflow velocities in face on galaxies than edge on galaxies; e.g. Heckman et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2010; Kornei et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2012b; Bordoloi et al. 2014) , the outflow velocities will be under-estimated by a factor of 1/cos(i ), which is equivalent to the inverse of the typical galaxy axis ratio. We calculate characteristic axis ratios for each of our stacks using the same method applied to calculate the characteristic circular velocities. We find characteristic axis ratios of 0.53-0.59, indicating that the outflow velocities could be underestimated by up to a factor of ∼2. If the intrinsic outflow velocities were a factor of ∼2 higher, then some of the material launched from regions with log(Σ SFR ) 0.3 could have sufficient velocity to escape the galaxy halos.
We note that if the outflowing material is still being accelerated, the terminal velocities will be higher than the measured outflow velocities and more material will be able to escape from the halos. On the other hand, if the outflows are ballistic, the outflow velocity will decrease over time and less material will be able to escape. Better observational constraints on the geometry and velocity structure of star formation driven outflows are required to more accurately determine the fate of the outflowing material.
We conclude that the majority of the ionized gas in the outflows is likely to decelerate and be re-accreted onto the galaxy disks. The re-accretion of gas launched in outflows is important for the chemical evolution of galaxies because outflows carry significant amounts of heavy metals (e.g. Larson 1974; Tremonti et al. 2004; Finlator & Davé 2008; Peeples et al. 2014; Zahid et al. 2014) . Galaxy formation simulations with star formation feedback suggest that the timescale for re-accretion of the outflowing material is approximately 1-2 Gyr (e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Brook et al. 2014) .
The mass loading factors derived in this paper are quite low; η ∼ (0.1 -0.3) × 380 cm −3 /n e . η is proportional to v out , so correcting for inclination could increase the mass loading factors by a factor of ∼2, but this would only partially resolve the tension with cosmological simulations which typically require η 1 to reproduce the low baryon fractions of low mass halos (e.g. Finlator & Davé 2008; Davé et al. 2011; Hopkins et al. 2012; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Muratov et al. 2015) . The problem becomes worse after accounting for the fact that simulations define the mass outflow rate as the amount of material escaping the galaxy per unit time. Using this definition, the true mass loading factors for our galaxies would be significantly lower than the values shown in Figure 8 .
The discrepancy between the predicted and measured mass loading factors can potentially be resolved by considering the mass contained in other phases of the outflows. Multi-wavelength observations of star formation and AGN driven outflows, both locally and at high redshift, suggest that the ionized gas phase accounts for only a small fraction of the total mass and energy expelled in outflows. The ionized gas outflow in M82 contains only ∼1-2% of the mass carried in the neutral and molecular phases of the outflow (Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn 1998; Walter et al. 2002; Contursi et al. 2013; Leroy et al. 2015) . Similary, in the local starburst/quasar ultra-luminous infrared galaxy Mrk 231, the ionized gas outflow rate is ∼4000 times lower than the molecular and neutral gas outflow rates (e.g. Cicone et al. 2014) . In general, AGN driven outflows appear to carry more mass and energy in the molecular gas phase than in the ionized gas phase (e.g. Carniani et al. 2017; Fluetsch et al. 2018; Herrera-Camus et al. 2018) . There is some evidence that in local star forming galaxies the ionized gas outflow rate may be comparable to the neutral and molecular gas outflow rates (e.g. Fluetsch et al. 2018) , but larger samples of galaxies with observations in multiple outflow tracers are required to overcome the large uncertainties on the mass outflow rates.
It is also important to consider the contribution of the hot X-ray emitting gas. This phase is very difficult to observe, but multi-phase simulations of star formation driven outflows predict that at distances of 1 kpc from the disk, the majority of the outflowing mass and energy will be carried by the hot phase (e.g. Li et al. 2017; Fielding et al. 2018; Kim & Ostriker 2018) .
It is clear that the total mass outflow rates and gas recycling rates are strongly dependent on the multi-phase mass budget, geometry and velocity structure of the outflows (see also discussion in Förster Schreiber et al. 2018b) . Better constraints on these properties are therefore key to improving our understanding of the impact of star formation feedback on the growth and evolution of z ∼ 2 star forming galaxies.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the relationship between star formation activity and the incidence and properties of outflows on scales of 1-2 kpc in a sample of 28 star forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 -2.6 from the SINS/zC-SINF AO Survey. This work builds on previous studies of the relationship between global galaxy properties and outflow properties in the SINS/zC-SINF AO sample (Newman et al. 2012b) , and the relationship between the resolved star formation and outflow properties of star forming clumps in 5 SINS/zC-SINF AO galaxies (Genzel et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2012a) . With the aid of stacking we are able to probe not only the high Σ SFR clump regions which have been studied previously, but also the lower Σ SFR inter-clump regions, spanning a factor of ∼100 in Σ SFR .
We divided the spaxels from the 28 datacubes into bins of different physical properties (star formation surface density Σ SFR , stellar mass density Σ * , Σ SFR /Σ * , A V and galactocentric distance), and stacked the spectra of the spaxels in each bin to obtain high signal to noise Hα line profiles. The Hα profiles were used to simultaneously probe the star formation (from the narrow component of the line) and the outflows (which, when present, produce an additional broader line emission component). The width of the outflow component is a tracer of the outflow velocity, and the flux of the outflow component is a tracer of the mass in the outflow. Our main results are as follows:
1. The width of the Hα line is most strongly dependent on the Σ SFR , supporting the notion that the observed broad emission is associated with star formation driven outflows.
2. The broad component contains on average ∼35% of the total Hα flux at Σ SFR 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 , but becomes less prominent at lower star formation surface densities. Our data are consistent with the presence of a threshold Σ SFR for driving strong outflows (as reported by Newman et al. 2012b ), but are also consistent with a more gradual increase in the outflow incidence as the Σ SFR increases up to 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 .
3. The outflow velocity scales as v out ∝ Σ SFR 0.28± 0.10 . This scaling is shallower than the predicted Σ SFR 2 dependence for outflows driven by momentum transport through radiation pressure, but steeper than the predicted Σ SFR 0.1 dependence for outflows driven by kinetic energy from supernovae and stellar winds, suggesting that the observed outflows may be driven by a combination of these mechanisms.
4. The highest measured outflow velocity is 560 km s −1 but the typical halo escape velocities are 630-690 km s −1 , indicating that the majority of the outflowing material will not be expelled but will decelerate and fall back onto the disks. Simulations suggest that this material will likely be re-accreted after 1-2 Gyr, contributing to the chemical enrichment of the galaxies. 5. The mass loading factor η increases with Σ SFR .
The normalisation of η is uncertain due to the large uncertainty on the electron density of the outflow component, but assuming n e = 380 cm −3 , we find η = 0.1 -0.3. This may be in tension with cosmological simulations (which typically require η 1 to explain the low efficiency of formation of low mass galaxies), unless a significant fraction of the outflowing mass is in other gas phases and is able to escape the galaxy halos.
6. The current star formation activity is powerful enough to drive the observed outflows. The measured energy outflow rates range from 13-51% of the predicted energy outflow rate for winds driven by thermal and kinetic energy, and the measured momentum outflow rates range from 23-59% of the predicted momentum outflow rate for winds driven by momentum transport. Our results confirm that the Σ SFR is closely related to the incidence and properties of outflows on 1-2 kpc scales. In this paper we have only explored the average incidence and properties of outflows as a function of Σ SFR . To delve deeper into the physical processes governing the properties of star formation driven outflows at z ∼ 2, it will be important to investigate how much the outflow velocity and Hα broad flux ratio vary at a given Σ SFR , and which physical property/properties drive this variation. We use dynamical models constructed with the IDL toolkit DYSMAL (Davies et al. 2011 ) to investigate whether a significant fraction of the broad emission in our stacks could originate from beam smearing and/or smearing introduced in the velocity shifting of the spectra. For each galaxy in our sample, we construct a rotating disk model which is tailored to the structural, kinematic and line emission properties of the galaxy (inclination, effective radius, sersic index, stellar mass, circular velocity, intrinsic velocity dispersion, total Hα flux, and integrated [N II]/Hα ratio, derived as described in Förster Schreiber et al. 2018a) . Each rotating disk model is sampled onto a mock datacube with the same field of view, pixel scale and wavelength scale as our real SINFONI data, and smoothed spectrally and spatially to match the spectral line spread function and spatial PSF of the observations. Noise is added to each mock datacube based on the exposure time and the known shape of the SINFONI K band error spectrum.
For each mock datacube we create maps of the Hα flux and kinematics, mask spaxels with Hα S/N < 5, and shift the spectra of the remaining (unmasked) spaxels to zero velocity using the same methods applied to the real datacubes. We stack the unmasked spaxels from all the mock cubes using two different weighting schemes (1/rms weighting and no weighting), and also create stacks from just the spaxels within a 3 spaxel radius of the center of a galaxy. The four mock stacks are fit using the same MCMC fitting method applied to our data. There are no outflows in the mock cubes, and therefore any detected 'outflow component' is purely the result of beam smearing (and smearing introduced in the velocity shifting).
The maximum σ b measured for any of the four mock stacks is σ b = 110 ± 12 km s −1 . All the data stacks except the below median Σ SFR stack have σ b > 160 km s −1 , and therefore the outflow components in these stacks cannot originate primarily from beam smearing. For the below median Σ SFR stack, the σ b measured after imposing the Gaussian prior is 120 ± 15 km s −1 , which is consistent with the σ b measured when no outflows are present. Therefore, it is possible that beam/velocity smearing may contribute significantly to the outflow component measured for this stack. The analysis presented in this paper is based on the assumption that the star formation and outflow components of all the data stacks are intrinsically Gaussian, and that the parameters of these Gaussians can be robustly determined by performing two component Gaussian fitting. The fitting should indeed be robust when the wings of the outflow component are clearly detected above the wings of the narrow component and above the noise. The separation becomes more uncertain when the intrinsic σ b is low (making the outflow component difficult to distinguish from the star formation component), and/or the intrinsic BFR is low (bringing the flux per channel in the outflow component close to the noise level) (see also Genzel et al. 2014; Freeman et al. 2017) . We use forward modelling to understand the potential impact of this uncertainty on the Σ SFR -σ b and Σ SFR -BFR trends shown in Figures 5 and 6 .
A schematic summarising the steps involved in the forward modelling is shown in Figure 10 . In brief, we generate synthetic spectra with known BFR and σ b , add noise to mimic the error spectra of the real data stacks, and fit the synthetic stacks with two Gaussian components using the same procedure applied to our data stacks. For each data stack, we identify synthetic spectra with similar fit parameters, and use the intrinsic parameters of these synthetic stacks to estimate the intrinsic parameters of the data stack. In performing this mapping, we do not simply take the synthetic spectrum with the closest fit parameters, or weight the synthetic spectra by the Euclidean distance between their fit parameters and the fit parameters of the data stack in BFR fit -σ b,fit space, because these metrics do not account for the strong covariance between the BFR and σ b (seen in e.g. Figure 4 ). Instead, we use the joint BFR fit -σ b,fit posterior probability distribution function (PDF) of the data stack to weight the synthetic spectra.
B.2. Detailed Description
The aim of the forward modelling (summarised in segment 1 of Figure 10 ) is to estimate the intrinsic σ b and BFR values for each of the data stacks. Throughout this paper, we assume that intrinsically (if the noise was removed), each data stack is well explained by a superposition of two Gaussian components which are characterised by the unknown parameters BFR int,data and σ b,int,data . The actual data stacks analysed in this paper (such as the example shown in panel b) of Figure 10 ) are noisy realisations of the intrinsic stacks, where the noise is a combination of Gaussian noise from the instrument and uncertainties introduced during the stacking process. In our analysis, these noisy stacks were fit with two Gaussian components using the MCMC algorithm described in Section 3.3, yielding best fit parameters BFR fit,data and σ b,fit,data (panel c).
A more mathematical expression of the relationship between the intrinsic and best fit parameters is as follows. Each intrinsic data stack, characterised by the unknown parameters BFR int,data and σ b,int,data , is passed through a transfer function T, which maps between intrinsic space and fit space by adding noise, running an MCMC fitting algorithm, and returning the best fit parameters BFR fit,data and σ b,fit,data . Therefore, to obtain the unknown intrinsic parameters BFR int,data and σ b,int,data , we need to characterise the reverse transfer function T* which maps between fit space and intrinsic space. The relationship between the intrinsic and fit parameters and the forward and reverse transfer functions is shown by the two flowcharts in segment 1 of Figure 10 .
To characterise T*, we construct a grid of 4200 synthetic stacks which mimic the data stacks but have known intrinsic parameters (summarised in segment 2 of Figure 10 ). Like the data stacks, each synthetic stack is intrinsically a 1) Aim: to estimate the intrinsic σ b and BFR (Hα(broad)/Hα(narrow)) values for the data stacks The best fit parameters for a given data stack (σ b, fit, data and BFR fit, data ) are linked to the intrinsic data stack parameters by a transfer function T which encompasses adding noise and using an MCMC algorithm to fit a two component Gaussian model.
We assume that intrinsically, each data stack is a superposition of two Gaussians, characterised by the unknown parameters σ b, int, data and BFR int, data .
To derive the intrinsic data stack parameters from the fit parameters, we need to characterise the reverse transfer function T*:
Best fit 2 component Gaussian σ b, fit, data , BFR fit, data T* = ?
Intrinsic 2 component Gaussian σ b, int, data , BFR int, data T*
We assume that synthetic stacks with similar fit parameters to a given data stack will also have similar intrinsic parameters. These PDF values are used as weights in the mapping between fit space and intrinsic space:
To estimate the intrinsic σ b and BFR values for the data stack, we simply take the weighted averages of the intrinsic parameters of the synthetic stacks. We quantify the similarity of the output parameters by computing the joint posterior PDF of the fit parameters for the data stack, and then calculating the value of that PDF at the coordinates of the fit parameters for each synthetic stack. superposition of two Gaussian components. We construct synthetic stacks with intrinsic Gaussian parameters covering and extending beyond the range of best fit parameters measured for the data stacks: 0 ≤ BFR int,synth [j] < 1.5 and 90 ≤ σ b,int,synth [j] (km s −1 ) < 300. An example of an intrinsic synthetic stack and its constituent Gaussian components is shown in panel d) of Figure 10 .
We apply the forward transfer function T to each of the intrinsic synthetic stacks by adding noise to mimic the error spectra of the data stacks (panel e), and then fitting two Gaussian components using the same MCMC algorithm applied to the data stacks to obtain the best fit parameters BFR fit,synth [j] and σ b,fit,synth [j] (panel f). With both the intrinsic and best fit parameters for each of the synthetic stacks, it is possible to map between fit and intrinsic space, mimicking the reverse transfer function T*.
The final step is therefore to use the pairs of intrinsic and best fit parameters for the synthetic spectra to estimate the intrinsic parameters of each data stack (summarised in segment 3 in Figure 10 ). We assume that synthetic stacks with similar fit parameters to a given data stack will also have similar intrinsic parameters. We quantify the similarity in the output parameters between any given data stack and all the synthetic stacks by computing a non-parametric kernel density estimate of the joint posterior PDF between the fit parameters of the data stack (BFR fit,data and σ b,fit,data ), and then calculating the value of that PDF at the coordinates of the fit parameters for each synthetic stack (BFR fit,synth [j] , σ b,fit,synth [j] ). An example joint posterior PDF for one of the data stacks is shown in panel g). The calculated PDF values are used as weights (w [j] ) to apply the mapping from fit space to intrinsic space.
To estimate the intrinsic BFR of each data stack (BFR int,data ), we simply take the weighted average of the intrinsic BFRs of the synthetic spectra (Σ j BFR int,synth [j] × w[j]). The same method is applied to estimate σ b,int,data .
B.3. Results
The results of the forward modelling are summarised in Figures 11 and 12 . Figure 11 illustrates the mapping between fit space and intrinsic space for two data stacks -one with low Σ SFR (top row) and one with high Σ SFR (bottom row). In each row, the left hand panel represents fit space and the right hand panel represents intrinsic space. The yellow, orange and red shaded regions in each left hand panel show the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ levels of the joint posterior PDF between the fit σ b and the fit BFR for the relevant data stack. The dots in both left hand panels show the fit σ b and BFR values for the complete set of synthetic stacks, but the sizes and colors of the dots differ between the panels to indicate the weighting assigned to each synthetic spectrum in the mapping for the relevant data stack (larger, darker dots indicate higher weighting). The right hand panels illustrate where the highest weighted synthetic stacks lie in the intrinsic σ b -BFR space. Figure 12 shows how the estimated intrinsic BFR and σ b values for the data stacks compare to the best fit values. The errors on the estimated intrinsic values are calculated using the weighted standard deviation. We do not include the below median Σ SFR stack in the forward modelling investigation, because it is clear from Figure 4 that we are unable to constrain the outflow parameters for this stack based on the spectrum alone.
At log(Σ SFR ) > 0.3, the best fit and intrinsic parameters match extremely well, confirming that the outflow parameters are tightly constrained in this regime. At log(Σ SFR ) < 0.3, the best fit and intrinsic parameters are consistent within the 1σ errors, but there is some evidence that the best fit BFR values may be under-estimated. Overall, the forward modelling indicates that the best fit σ b values are robust, and confirms that the BFR declines at Σ SFR < 1.3 M yr −1 kpc −2 , but indicates that the rate and shape of this decline is not well constrained. Figure 12. Same as Figure 5 , but with the estimates from forward modelling over-plotted in black. The below median ΣSFR stack is not included in the forward modelling investigation because it is clear from Figure 4 that the outflow parameters for this stack cannot be well constrained based on the spectrum alone.
